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Abstract
Sb based alloy nanostructures have attracted much attention due to their many promising
applications, e.g. as battery electrodes, thermoelectric materials and magnetic semiconductors. In
many cases, these applications require controlled growth of Sb based alloys with desired sizes
and shapes to achieve enhanced performance. Here, we report a flexible catalyst-free chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) process to prepare Cu–Sb nanostructures with tunable shapes (e.g.
nanowires and nanoparticles) by transporting Sb vapor to react with copper foils, which also
serve as the substrate. By simply controlling the substrate temperature and distance, various
Sb–Cu alloy nanostructures, e.g.
nanowires (NWs),
Sb nanoparticles (NPs), or pure
Sb nanoplates, were obtained. We also found that the growth of
NWs in such a catalystfree CVD process was dependent on the substrate surface roughness. For example, smooth Cu
foils could not lead to the growth of
nanowires while roughening these smooth Cu foils
with rough sand papers could result in the growth of
nanowires. The effects of gas flow
rate on the size and morphology of the Cu–Sb alloy nanostructures were also investigated. Such a
flexible growth strategy could be of practical interest as the growth of some Sb based alloy
nanostructures by CVD may not be easy due to the large difference between the condensation
temperature of Sb and the other element, e.g. Cu or Co.
S Online supplementary data available from stacks.iop.org/Nano/22/325602/mmedia

1. Introduction
Sb based alloys have attracted much attention due to their wide applications, such as for infrared
imaging [1], as thermoelectric materials [2–4], magnetic materials [5, 6], and electrode materials
for Li ion batteries [7–11]. In many case, these applications require controlled growth of Sb
based alloys with desired sizes and shapes to achieve enhanced performance. Several
approaches have been developed to synthesize nanostructured Sb alloys, e.g. ball milling [12,
13], electrochemical deposition [9, 14], solvothermal/hydrothermal process [15, 16], and catalyzed
vapor–liquid–solid (VLS) growth [17, 18]. Electrochemical deposition can produce nanowire
arrays with pre-defined size by using anodized aluminum oxide (AAO) templates, which may
need to be removed before sample testing [19]. For the solvothermal/hydrothermal process,
controlled synthesis of Sb and Sb based alloy nanocrystals remains a significant challenge due to
the lack of suitable surfactants that can interact effectively with Sb. Sb displays high diffusivity
and low surface energy [20, 21]; thus, during nanocrystal growth, Sb can easily diffuse onto the
surface of the material and reduce the total surface energy as demonstrated in the molecular beam

epitaxial growth process [22]. Without effective functional groups to inhibit growth, the particle size
and uniformity of the materials are difficult to control, and agglomeration can occur.
Catalyzed CVD growth is an effective process to grow nanowires (NWs) with aligned
directions [17, 18]. However, the growth process sometimes can be limited by the physical
properties of the individual elements, e.g. the vaporization temperature and condensation
temperature. For example, Sb has a relatively low vaporization temperature of ∼773 K. It is
normally easy to grow samples of Sb alloyed with elements that have vaporization temperatures in
the same range, e.g. In [17], Bi [23], Te [4, 24], etc. The process will be much more difficult for
growing samples of Sb alloyed with elements that have high vaporization temperatures, e.g. Co
(∼1773 K) or Cu (∼1473 K). The co-condensation region of both Sb and Co/Cu in the VLS
furnace is limited, which makes the process very difficult to control. So far, to the best of our
knowledge, there has been no report on the growth of nanowires of Co–Sb or Cu–Sb alloys by the
CVD process.
Herein, we report a flexible catalyst-free CVD process to prepare Cu–Sb nanostructures, e.g.
NWs or nanoparticles (NPs). During this growth process, we used Cu foils as both the Cu source
and as substrates in the downstream position, to react with the Sb vapor condensed onto them. The
morphology, phase, and size of the nanostructures could be tuned by varying the substrate
distances and the Ar/
gas flow rate. It was also found that the Cu–Sb alloy nanowires’ growth
is directly related to the surface roughness of the Cu substrates. For example, smooth Cu foils
could not lead to the growth of the nanowires while roughening these smooth Cu foils with rough
sand papers could result in the growth of nanowires. Such a growth strategy of the Cu–Sb alloy
nanostructures can also be considered to extend to other Sb based alloys, e.g. Co–Sb or Fe–Sb etc.
2. Experimental details
The experiment was carried out in a horizontal tube furnace (Lindberg/Blue M). Sb powder
(Sigma-Aldrich, 99.5%, 100 mesh) was used as-received. Copper foils with a size of 1 cm×1
cm were carefully washed using ethanol and DI water and then dried. Sb powder was placed in
the center of the tube furnace and two pieces of copper foil were placed at the 14 and 16 cm
downstream side of the Sb powder. Before the experiment, the quartz tube with diameter of 1 in was
evacuated to 10−3 mbar and then flushed with 95% Ar + 5%
gas three times to prevent oxidation.
The furnace was heated to 773 K at a heating rate of 30 K min−1 and kept there for 1 h. During the
experiment, the flow rate of 95% Ar + 5%
gas was controlled at 200 sccm (standard cubic
centimeter per minute) by a mass flow meter controller. The pressure in the quartz tube was kept
at 1.5 mbar by regulating the pump speed of the mechanical pump.
The
nanowires and
nanoparticles on copper foils were directly used for scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) and x-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements. For transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) characterization, the copper foil was put into a small ampule. Then
ethanol was added until it covered the surface of the substrate. After ultrasonicating for 1 h, the
solution was dropped onto carbon coated 200 mesh nickel grids. The x-ray diffractograms were
obtained using a Scintag PAD-V diffractometer with a Cu Kα irradiation. The size and morphology
of the particles were characterized using field-emission SEM (JEOL JSM7600F) operating at 5
kV. Energy-dispersive x-ray analysis (EDX), high-resolution TEM (HRTEM), and selected area
electron diffraction (SAED) were obtained by using a TEM JEOL 2100 system operating at 200 kV.

The
nanowire field effect transistor (FET) was fabricated. Firstly, the Au electrode pads
were deposited on Si /Si substrate through photolithography. Then, the
nanowires were
peeled from the original support substrate and were dissolved into pure ethanol. After that, the
solution was properly sonicated. The nanowire solution was carefully drop-cast onto the Au-pads
area of the Si /Si substrate followed by a drying process at 323 K for 1 h to form the final
Cu– Sb nanowire FET devices. Then, the as-fabricated Cu–Sb nanowire FET was tested directly
under ambient conditions.
3.

Results and discussion

A typical synthesis was carried out by placing a crucible containing Sb powder in the center of
the quartz tube that was heated at 773 K under continuous Ar/ gas flow to transfer the Sb
vapors to be deposited onto the Cu foil substrates set in the downstream positions. The
temperature profile of the furnace is given in the supporting information (see supporting
information figure S1 available at stacks.iop.org/ Nano/22/325602/mmedia). It was revealed by the
SEM and TEM images (see figures 1(a) and (b)) that straight NWs were grown on the Cu foils at a
substrate distance of
= 14 cm from the center of the tube furnace with the Ar/
gas flow
rate
= 200 sccm. These NWs are 100–200 nm in diameter and 2 μm in length. The EDX
measurement in the TEM (see supporting information figure S2 available at stacks.
iop.org/Nano/22/325602/mmedia) on these NWs showed the atomic ratio of Cu:Sb = 11:3. Here,
nickel grids were used to support the NWs for the TEM and HRTEM observation. The SAED
on a nanowire showed a spot diffraction pattern (see figure 1(c)) corresponding to the
orthorhombic
phase (JCPDS card 042-0823) and also indicated the single crystalline
nature of the NWs. The HRTEM image (figure 1(d)) shows a lattice spacing of 0.216 nm along the
long axis of the NW, which indicates the NW grew along the (002) lattice direction. The x-ray
diffraction pattern of these NWs (see figure 1(e)) shows only diffraction peaks corresponding to the
orthorhombic
and Cu foils. No additional peaks from impurity phases were detected.
In order to further understand the growth process of the
NWs, we carried out
the experiment on two different Cu substrates. As examined from the SEM image (see
supporting information figure S3a available at stacks.iop.org/Nano/22/325602/mmedia), the Cu
foils used for the above NW’s growth were relatively rough with an average surface
roughness (Ra) of 154 nm (see supporting information figure S3b available at stacks.
iop.org/Nano/22/325602/mmedia). Replacing the rough substrates with a relatively smooth Cu
foil (see supporting information figure S3c available at stacks.iop.org/Nano/22/325602/mmedia),
with an average surface roughness (Ra) of 66 nm (see supporting information figure S3d
available at stacks.iop.org/Nano/22/325602/mmedia), resulted in the growth of clustered
particles (see figure 2(a)) instead of NWs. The size of the as-grown particles was in the range of
0.5–2 μm without any change of the composition and phase (see supporting information figure
S4 available at stacks.iop.org/Nano/22/325602/mmedia). However, if we roughened the smooth Cu
foils with P800 sand paper and annealed them at 563 K under Ar atmosphere for 30 min, the Cu
foils became rougher with an average surface roughness (Ra) of 212 nm (see supporting information
figure S3e and f available at stacks.iop. org/Nano/22/325602/mmedia). Then, under the same growth
conditions,
NWs were successfully grown using these roughened Cu foils (see figure 2(b)).
Based on the above observation, we concluded that the surface convex on the rough Cu foil surface
served as the seeds or the catalysts to initiate the growth of
NWs in such a CVD process.
The Cu foils also provided the Cu source to react with the Sb vapor deposited on it at elevated
substrate temperature, e.g. ∼563 K.
The growth of the

NWs under different flow rates was also investigated. It was shown

that decreasing the Ar/ gas flow rate (
led to the growth of NWs with shorter lengths
and larger diameters (see figure 3(a)) for the same growth time tg. For example, decreasing
from 200 to 100 sccm resulted in the growth of NWs with an average length of 1.5 μm
and an average diameter of 500 nm for tg = 1 h. Further decreasing
to 50 sccm, we
found that the as-grown NWs for tg = 1 h were even shorter, with an average length of 1 μm
and diameter above 1 μm, and were also partially agglomerated (see figure 3(b)). The growth of
the NWs could be considered as a competing process between the nucleation/growth and the
surface diffusion of the as-deposited atoms. Lower gas flow rates slow down the transport of the
Sb vapor to the substrates and led to a slower nucleation/growth process. As the deposition process
slows down, the as-deposited atoms are allowed to have more time to diffuse along the surface
of the substrate before the next layered atoms are deposited. The diffusion of the as-deposited atoms
leads to the increase in the NW diameter.
Decreasing the substrate temperature to ∼503 K by increasing
to 16 cm led to the
growth of nanoparticles (NPs) as shown by the SEM and TEM images (see figures 4(a) and (b)).
The growth of NPs was not dependent on the types of Cu foils used. The size of the particles
could be tuned by adjusting
= 200 sccm,
, e.g. the average size was ∼200 nm for
and ∼1 μm for
= 50 sccm (see figure 4(c)). The larger size obtained for the NPs was also
attributed to the surface diffusion of the as-deposited atoms along the substrate surface and the
slower nucleation/growth process. The EDX analysis in the TEM revealed that the atomic ratio
of the particles was Cu:Sb = 2:1. The spot pattern revealed by the SAED (see figure 4(d))
indicates that the NPs were single crystalline tetragonal
(JCPDS card 003-1023), which is
consistent with the HRTEM observation (see figure 4(e)). No additional peaks from the impurity
phase were observed in the XRD pattern of the
nanoparticle samples (see figure 4(f)).
Unlike the growth of the
NWs, the substrate temperature for the
NPs was lower,
which limited the amount of Cu to react with the Sb vapor. The resulting tetragonal
did
not show preferred growth along any particular lattice direction.
Further decreasing the substrate temperature to 353 K by increasing
to 20 cm resulted in the
growth of nanoplates (see figures 5(a) and (b)). These nanoplates were 150– 200 nm in
diameter with thickness of 8–15 nm. The EDX analysis (see supporting information figure S5
available at stacks.iop.org/Nano/22/325602/mmedia) in the TEM showed only the presence of Sb.
The spot pattern revealed by the SAED (see figure 5(c)) shows that these nanoplates are single
crystalline rhombohedral Sb (JCPDS card 035-0732). This observation suggested that the
reaction between the Cu from the substrate and the Sb vapor is highly dependent on the substrate
temperature. Decreasing the substrate temperature resulted in less Cu content in the as-grown
samples. At
> 18 cm with a substrate temperature of 433 K, no Cu reacted with the Sb
vapor to form the Cu–Sb alloys. The HRTEM observation indicated that these single
crystalline Sb nanoplates showed (110) facets along their main surface (see figure 5(d)), which
was mainly due to the confined growth within the (001) planes. The morphology of these Sb
nanocrystals can be tuned by changing the substrate distance. Further increasing
to 25 cm
resulted in the growth of Sb nanoplates with smaller diameters, e.g. 80–100 nm, and thinner
thicknesses, e.g. ∼6 nm (see figure 5(e)). The XRD patterns also confirmed that there was no
impurity phase in the nanoplates grown at both substrate distances except for the rhombohedral Sb
phase (see figure 5(f)).
We also investigated the electrical transport property of the
NWs by field effect
measurements on single
NW. The field effect device, shown in the supporting
information figure S6 (available at stacks.iop.org/Nano/22/325602/mmedia), is a back-gate device.
Figure 6(a) shows the typical source–drain current ( ) versus voltage ( ) curves with different

gate voltages (Vg) ranging from 0 to 30 V. The linear shapes indicated ohmic contacts between
the Au electrodes and
NW. The increased
values with increasing
behavior (see
figure 6(b)) suggested that the
NW showed n-type semiconductor characteristics. The
total resistance of the device can be calculated from the
versus
curve at Vg = 0 V (see
figure 6(a)), that is 78 M . The contact resistances may contribute to such high resistance [25].
4. Conclusion
In summary, we used a simple catalyst-free CVD process to grow Cu–Sb alloy nanostructures by
having the Cu foils acting as both the substrates and the Cu source. Due to the large difference in
the condensation temperatures of Cu vapor and Sb vapor, co-condensation of Cu and Sb vapors is
difficult to control. Using Cu foils as the substrates and the Cu source in such a CVD process
offers a simple and flexible route to prepare Cu–Sb alloy nanostructures, in which the morphology,
size, and phases can be tuned by various parameters. Cu– Sb alloy NWs and NPs with varied
shapes, sizes, and phases were prepared by varying the substrate surface roughness, the substrate
temperature, and the flow rates. Sb nanoplates with controlled size were synthesized at longer
substrate distances. Such a growth strategy can be extended to other Sb alloys when the
condensation temperatures of the elements are greatly different, e.g. Co–Sb.
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List of Figures
Figure 1 (a) SEM, (b) TEM images, (c) SAED pattern, (d) HRTEM micrograph, and (e) XRD
pattern of
nanowire obtained from copper foil of
= 14 cm at 773 K under 200
sccm flow rate.
Figure 2 SEM images of (a)
grown on the smooth Cu foil and (b)
grown on the
processed smooth copper foil, which was polished with P800 sand paper and then annealed
at 563 K under Ar atmosphere for 30 min.
Figure 3 SEM images of
grown on rough Cu foils at 773 K under Ar/
(a) 100 sccm and (b) 50 sccm, respectively

gas flow rates of

.
Figure 4 (a) SEM and (b) TEM images of
Sb nanoparticles obtained at
= 16 cm with a
substrate temperature of 503 K and an Ar/ gas flow rate of 200 sccm. (c) SEM image of
Sb nanoparticles obtained at
= 16 cm with an Ar/ gas flow rate of 50 sccm. (d)
The corresponding SAED pattern and (e) HRTEM image of
Sb nanoparticles as shown
in the TEM image (b). (f) XRD patterns of
Sb nanoparticles obtained on Cu foils with
different Ar/ gas flow rates.
Figure 5 (a) SEM and (b) TEM images, (c) SAED pattern and (d) HRTEM image of Sb nanoplates
obtained on copper foils at
= 20 cm with a substrate temperature of 353 K and an
Ar/ flow rate of 200 sccm. (e) SEM image of smaller Sb nanoplates obtained on copper
foils at
= 25 cm with a substrate temperature of 313 K and an Ar/ flow rate of 200
sccm. (f) XRD pattern of Sb nanoplates obtained on copper foils at
= 20 cm with a
substrate temperature of 353 K and an Ar/ flow rate of 200 sccm.
Figure 6 (a) Source to drain current–voltage curves measured at room temperature with gate voltages
ranging from 0 to 30 V in steps of 10 V. (b) Drain current versus gate voltage curves at
= 15 V.
(This figure is in colour only in the electronic version)
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